
Textiles



Beautiful things are not perfect 
..they are special!

Specialized in the manufacturing and sell-
ing of jacquard classic tuscan textiles in 
linen and cotton. Our proposals include 
all kind of linen that is required to furnich 
your home.
Our production is addressed both to private 
people willing to renew their interiors and 
to Hotels Restaurants,Bars,Shops,com-
mercial buildings both in Italy and world-
wide.
Our main collections are made of ta-
ble-clothings,towels,sheets,pillows all 
made of 50% linen and 50 % cotton and 
manufactured following tuscan hand-
loom and jacquard tecnic traditions
Our textiles are chosen and shaped by ex-
pert tailors.



Tableclothings
As you can see we display  a wide range of table 
clothings including settings for breakfast,lunch 
and dinner,kitchen itens like aprons,oven-glo-
ves.pot holders and the like. All are made in 
linen with classic and modern designs.





Bed Clothings
Everybody slips under the sheets every night 
so why not doing that ..with style!
Play with colors and phantasies to turn  your 
bedroom more attractive. We offer a wide ran-
ge of itens from eiderdowns to 100% linen she-
ets with embroideries.







Bathroom Clothings
We offer   a wide range of products from ba-
throbes to different towles with embroideries



Spugna 
dai 250 a 550 grammi



It is possible to choose transparent and darke-
ning curtains. All in linen and mixed linen and 
cotton.

Curtains



Our products are simply elegant. 
Their beauty matches their value. 

Their designs and personal touches make them 
a..unique piece!



Luxory on board is made of a range of productos made for Yachts and Boats. All 
are in linen and mixed cotton.
Not a simple piece is similar to anoter.All is made to measure by expert tailors  so 
hard to find nowadays.
We follow personally every customer from the first step to the last. We advise our 
customers on the basis of our experience in this sector by providing different kind 
of tapestries and passamanterie.

Luxury on Board



“Everybody can have style,but our challenge is 
..to find it ! ”



Made in italy

Tailoring

Personal touch

all products are made in Italy

Our products are hand tailored 
by our staff

we suggest products that fit our 
customers requirements

Textiles

Market

mixed linen(50%cotton 50% linen jacquard textile)
Textiles for both interior and outside tapestries.

Privates,shoppers,Relais,Hotels,Yachts,Architects and Interior designers. 
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